Annotated output from ‐regress‐
This is an annotated output from Stata's regress command. The example output is from a multivariate regression with the variable intolerance as dependent variable (Y) and v357 (age),
male (gender), and v337 (size of dwelling) as independent variables. The regression corresponds to exercise 180a in K.M. Sønderskov (2015), Stata: a practical introduction. intolerance is a
metric variable (0‐100) tapping the respondents' attitudes towards immigrants with high values indicating high levels of intolerances towards immigrants. v357 is the respondents' age (in
years), male is an dummy variable where 1 indicates male. v337 is a categorical variable where the values 1‐5 indicates that the respondent lives in 1) ’a rural area', 2) ’a town with less than
10,00 inhabitants’, 3) ’a town with 10,000‐50,000 inhabitants', 4) ’a town with 50,001‐500,000 inhabitants’, 5) Denmark's metropolitan area.
The regression is estimated using the following command: regress intolerance v357 i.male i.v337

SS is the Sum of Squares
where Total SS is the total
variance ∑
,
∑
Residual SS is
and Model SS =
TotalSS – ResidualSS.
The Source column divides the
sources of variance on Y into a)
the part that is accounted for by
the model (Model), the residual
part (Residual), and the total
variance (Total).

The df column shows the
degrees of freedom for
the variance components.
Total df equals N‐1,
Model df equals the
number of independent
variables subtracted by 1

MS is the Mean
Squares, which
are SS divided
by df.

The column shows (from the top) N, the joint F
value, the P value for the F value, R2, adjusted
R2 og Root Mean Square error (i.e. the square
root of Residual MS).

The dependent variable

The independent variables and
the constant. Since male and
v337 are entered as categorical
variables (as per i.) the variable
name is shown a long with the
categories (except from the
reference category).

From left to right: regression
coefficients, standard errors, t values,
the two sided P values, and 95%
confidence intervals.

